Various studies have been performed in relation to the influence that a number of characteristics of drinking water distribution systems (DWDSs) have on biofilm development. Nevertheless, their joint influence, apart from a few exceptions, has scarcely been studied due to the complexity of the community and the environment. In this paper, we apply various machine learning algorithms based on naïve Bayesian networks. Alternatives for the base naïve Bayesian model to outperform individual performances while maintaining simplicity are suggested. These alternatives include augmentation of the arcs in the graph, and initial bagging approaches. Finally, a combination of different naïve approaches in a bagging process that produces explanatory hybrid decision trees is proposed. As a result, it is possible to achieve a deeper understanding of the consequences that the interaction of the relevant hydraulic and physical factors of DWDSs has on biofilm development.
Introduction
Biofilms develop in drinking water distribution systems (DWDSs) attached to pipe walls as layers of microorganisms bound by a matrix of organic polymers. These communities form spontaneously in DWDSs due to the presence of moisture; bind strongly against initial repulsion, and modify the pipe as they capture nutrients and new bacteria [18] . Once developed, a biofilm is very resistant [16] and poses a significant problem when a clean and disinfected environment is needed. Thus, taking into account that one of the main challenges facing drinking water utilities is to ensure a microbial high quality supply, this approach to biofilms represents a real paradigm in urban water supply management [21, 31] .
Besides the health risk that biofilms create by sheltering pathogens [18] , a number of additional problems associated with biofilm development in DWDSs are universally recognized. These problems include: aesthetic deterioration of water quality [7] ; proliferation of higher organisms [3] ; biocorrosion [30] ; and disinfectant decay [1] .
Survival and regrowth of microorganisms in DWDSs is affected by biological aspects, as well as the interaction of various other factors [33] . Numerous studies have examined the influence that *Corresponding author. Email: evarama@upv.es a number of characteristics of DWDSs have in biofilm development [25, 28, 29, 34] . Nevertheless, their joint influence, apart from a few exceptions [27] , has been scarcely studied, due to the complexity of the community and the environment [21] . This work approaches this problem by studying the effect that the interaction of the relevant hydraulic and physical characteristics of the DWDSs has on biofilm development. As a consequence, it achieves a deeper understanding of the cause-effect relations involved in biofilm assessment.
To address the difficulties usually found in data relative to this environment, we propose focusing our analysis on a naïve Bayes approach [23] . This supposes a simplification of unrestricted Bayesian networks. However, good accuracy is often achieved even when compared with decision trees or neural networks classifiers [8] . Four alternatives are proposed: a tree augmented naïve Bayes classifier [6] ; a bagging combination of naïve Bayes approaches (BNB); a naïve Bayesian tree (NBT) [12] ; and an ensemble of these approaches with a modified version of a NBT, where a bagging process is applied in the leaf nodes, generating, what we term, a Bagging naïve Bayesian tree (B-NBT). All of these alternatives improve the results of any straightforward application of the naïve Bayes algorithm, can work with small databases in a suitable way, are easy to implement, and are computationally efficient. These processes have been mainly implemented in R Language [20] using the 'e1071' package [17] together with the R interface for Weka, 'RWeka' [9, 32] .
The present study has the following structure. Section 2 introduces suitable combinations of Bayesian-based algorithms in the study of biofilm development in DWDSs. Section 3 presents the biofilm database to be analysed. Section 4 focuses on the outcomes obtained by the implementation of the above techniques. Finally, Section 5 reviews the implications of the various proposed procedures on biofilm assessment and introduces further applications.
Naïve Bayesian approaches
This paper focuses on naïve Bayesian methods and a number of variants in order to assess the degree of biofilm development in DWDSs. A naïve Bayesian network classifier, which is sometimes called a naïve Bayes classifier (NBC for short), has a very simple structure and its classification performance in practice is surprisingly high. The structure assumes that all the attributes are mutually independent given the class. This simplifies the process.
Let T be a training set of samples, each with their class labels. There are k classes, C 1 , . . . , C k . Each sample is represented by an n-dimensional vector, X = {x 1 , . . . , x n }, depicting n measured values of the n attributes. Then, the classifier will predict that X belongs to the class having the highest a posteriori probability, conditioned by X (see Equation (1)).
The probabilities involved in this model can be approximately calculated using Equation (2) .
where P(C h ) represents the a priori information respect to the classification of the variable of interest in the class h and P(X i | C h ) is the conditional density of the data X i , given the parameter C h . This product is also known as the likelihood.
To predict the corresponding class of X, the expression P(C i )P(X | C i ) is evaluated for each class C i . The classifier predicts that the class label of X is C i if and only if it is the class that maximizes P(C i )P(X | C i ). Thus, a final classifier is obtained using Equation (3) .
Despite the fact that the far-reaching independence assumptions are often inaccurate, an NBC has several properties that make it exceptionally useful in practice. In particular, the decoupling of the class conditional feature distributions means that each distribution can be independently estimated as a one-dimensional distribution. This, for example, helps alleviate problems stemming from the curse of dimensionality and also enables working with missing and scarce data.
Augmented Bayesian classifiers
TAN classifier [6] is obtained by allowing each attribute to have at most one other attribute as a parent, in addition to the class. Therefore, a maximum of n − 1 number of edges can be added to an NBC to obtain a TAN classifier. This algorithm then outperforms the accuracy of the naïve Bayes algorithm by relaxing the conditional independence assumption [11] .
For the algorithm to be computationally efficient, Keogh and Pazzani [11] propose the following approach for each TAN classifier to be built. In the first step, the results of Equation (2) are stored in a J × I matrix (J is the number of instances in the training set, I is the number of distinct classes), where each element is the probability that example j belongs to class C i . When testing a new classifier that has an arc from node X b to node X a , we adjust the matrix by multiplying
This approach means that the time taken to evaluate one instance of a TAN classifier will be independent of the number of attributes. The speed-up achieved by this optimization is approximately of order n, the number of nodes.
A combined approach: bagging naïve Bayes
Bootstrap aggregating, bagging, predictors are used to generate multiple versions of a predictor that are then used to obtain an aggregated predictor. The aggregation averages over the versions when predicting a numerical outcome and makes a plurality vote when predicting a class. The multiple versions are formed by making bootstrap replicates of the learning set and using these as new learning sets [2] . Bagging then weighs classifiers generated by different bootstrap samples: S 1 , . . . , S B . From each sample S i a classifier is induced by the same learning algorithm (NBC in this case). Classifiers obtained in this manner are then combined by majority voting with respect to the B classifiers ( Figure 1 ). This aggregation process helps mitigate the impact of random variation and provides stability to the classifier method [13] .
The procedure, iterated for B bootstrap samples, results in an ensemble of B NBCs, each with a possibly different set of features. Unseen subjects are then classified by making each NBC estimate output class probabilities, and by averaging the probabilities across all B NBCs. Such an approach increases the robustness of the predictions [2] .
A hybrid approach: bagging leafs of NBTs
A decision tree is a decision support tool that uses a schematic tree-shaped diagram graph that models decisions and their possible consequences. Each branch of the decision tree represents a possible decision or occurrence. The tree structure shows how one choice leads to the next, and the use of branches indicates that each option is mutually exclusive. Decision trees are learned in a top-down fashion, with an algorithm known as Top-Down Induction of Decision Trees (TDIDT), recursive partitioning, or divide-and-conquer learning. The algorithm selects the best attribute for the root of the tree, splits the set of examples into disjoint sets, and then adds corresponding nodes and branches to the tree [24] .
A NBT applies different NBCs to different regions of the input space inducing a hybrid decision tree classifier: the decision tree nodes contain univariate splits as regular decision trees, but their leaves contain NBCs [12] . In this way, the main part of this approach uses classical recursive partitioning schemes as in standard decision trees (such as the above-mentioned TDIDT). However, the corresponding leaf nodes created are NBCs, instead of nodes predicting a single class.
Besides the NBT approach, this paper also proposes a new strategy for leaf nodes, namely, bagging the elements at the leaf nodes. Thus, we obtain multiple versions of the NBCs at each leaf node by bootstrapping (with replacement) the data, while maintaining the tree structure of the NBT previously calculated. This proposal takes advantage of the tree structure of the data, and obtains a suitable starting point to iterate the application on driven NBCs, which will be finally combined by using majority voting of the predicted classes for each leaf node (similar to the process shown in Figure 1 ). For this bagging process, each NBC will take inputs of different size at every iteration, since it is not necessary to always bootstrap new data sets with the same size of the original data set. On the contrary, it is convenient to use a large percentage of these data (90%, e.g.) to avoid drawbacks concerning to possible scarcity of data in any leaf node and at any iteration.
The overall bagging leafs of the NBT process reduces variability and prevents bias in the creation of the bootstrap process -thereby helping optimize the bagging classifier. Due to the nature of the proposed ensemble learning method, the process still remains simple while computationally efficient.
Case study
Most studies related with biofilm development in DWDSs are simplified, focusing just on one DWDS aspect related with biofilm development and not taking into account the influence of the whole environment. This paper aims to approach this problem by studying the joint influence that the relevant hydraulic and physical characteristics of DWDSs have on biofilm development.
To carry out this work, we gathered biofilm data from experts, preprocessed the data using machine learning approaches, and prepared a case-study database to make inferences by posterior analysis. This compilation was not at all straightforward. Data provided by different studies and information sources were ambiguous, difficult to compare, and incomplete. Among other difficulties, we had to manage heterogeneity in data measurements, multi-scalarity, important missing data, and differing codifications. Thus, the data were preprocessed to generate a complete and extensive database. This preprocessing involved a detection stage, where outliers were found and removed using clustering techniques, and a transformation stage, where lost data was reconstructed by suitable imputation using mainly artificial neural networks [22] . In addition, the target biofilm variable was discretized in order to mitigate possible bias on the preprocessing results. This resulted in a database of 210 complete cases with the variables described below. These variables were found relevant to biofilm development in DWDSs when individually studied by various researchers. The older the water, the greater the residual disinfectant decay, sediment deposition, and temperature increase [10] . All of these factors favour biofilm development. To increase the amount of data available for analysis, we created a synthetic index, which we termed 'water age'. The information used for this purpose was the Hydraulic Retention Time (HRT) and the distance to the point of disinfection (Km). In each case, the minimum value was subtracted from the current value and divided by the difference between the maximum and the minimum. Since we are merging two variables into one, to avoid biasing the study, we maintained the proportions existing in the original data. These proportions exhibited a ratio of 2.5 favourable to HRT, whereby the HRT was multiplied by a factor of 0.7; while the distance to the disinfection point was weighted by a factor of 0.3. Consequently, water age is an index of between 0 and 1, which increases with the age of the water. (ii) Flow velocity (velocity): The nutrient mass transfer increases with flow velocity as this favours biofilm development [15] . Nevertheless, specific velocities of between 3-4 m/s may favour its release [5] . (iii) Hydraulic regime (flow): This may be turbulent or laminar (Table 1) . Some biofilms tend to be more active in turbulent flow, having more mass per cm 2 , increased cell density, and distinct morphology to biofilms in laminar flow [26] . (iv) Pipe material (material): Pipe material may be metal, plastic, or cement (Table 1 ). In general, metal pipes tend to develop more biofilm than cement pipes, and these more than the plastic pipes [19] . This is because pipes with a rough surface have greater potential for biofilm growth [3] . Rough surfaces provide more area for biofilm growth and protect growth from water shear forces. (v) Pipe age (p. age): The accumulation of corrosion and dissolved substances in older pipes can increase their roughness [4] , thus favouring biofilm development. In addition, older deposits may have greater biomass and bacteria content [3] . We divide the pipes into young, medium, and old (Table 1) . (vi) Biofilm (biofilm): We chose the heterotrophic plate count (HPC/cm 2 ) as the biofilm quantification method. Although there are other methods, this is the most commonly used, and so more data is available. Based on the observed biofilm data distribution and expert criteria, this data was divided into normal and high biofilm development (Table 1) .
Results and discussion

Learning augmented Bayesian classifiers in practice
From the obtained results (Figure 2 ) we have a relationship between pipe material, and pipe age and flow velocity. It may be explained by the fact that, normally, in DWDSs, older pipes are metallic while newer pipes are plastic due to the historical evolution of the pipelines and the distribution system design. In the same way, flow velocity in the pipes could be related to the diameter of the pipes and the pipe material.
In relation to the results obtained after the stratified cross-validation, we found that the Kappa statistical value is just 0.199. This statistical value determines to what extent the observed agreement exceeds the expected results obtained by chance. According to the margins that [14] proposed to assess the degree of agreement according to this Kappa index, the degree of agreement is trivial. In the same way, the root mean squared error (RMSE) is 0.3813. These results show us that this algorithm is not strong enough to develop a good model in our case study. This is an example of the obstacles found when studying biofilm from an applied point of view and explains the fact that until now there are almost no studies of the effect that the joint interaction of the different characteristics of the DWDSs has on biofilm development. 
Bagging NBCs in practice
According to the BNB results there is a probability of 0.78 of having normal biofilm development in a pipe in a DWDS. It is worthwhile noticing that in cases where the biofilm development is high the velocity tends to be slightly lower than in cases with normal biofilm development ( Table 2) . The same happens with the water age -in cases with high biofilm development, the water age tends to be lower than in the cases with normal biofilm development ( Table 2) . These results do not correspond with those expected from the bibliography. In the case of velocity, it could be thought that with an increase in velocity biofilm could suffer detachment, and so more biofilm develops than when flow velocity is lower. However, the mean velocity obtained in the case of normal biofilm development is too low to suppose that detachment is involved. Anyway, it must be highlighted that the obtained standard deviations are quite large in all cases. When focusing on the stratified cross-validation results, we see that these are better than the results obtained previously with the TAN -but they are still not good enough. The RMSE is very similar to the previous value, while the Kappa has increased. The Kappa index has a value of 0.319 and the RMSE of 0.3854.
Bagging leafs of NBTs in practice
It is worth noting that in the obtained tree ( Figure 3 ) the pipe material appears as the first classification node. Accordingly, pipe material seems to be the main factor affecting biofilm development. This variable is known to be important since it is assumed that metallic pipes tend to develop more biofilm than cement pipes and these more than plastic pipes [19] . The BNT shows that in the case of cement pipes, the NBC is obtained directly, while, in the other cases (metal and plastic), there is a second division node.
When the pipes are metallic the second node is velocity, discriminating between velocities under and above 1.015 m/s (Figure 3) . The flow velocity is considered low when less than around 0.8 m/s. This value is near that obtained in the NBT, so it can be said that the node seems to discriminate between cases with low flow velocity and the remaining cases. The effect of velocity could be relevant in cases of metallic pipes because corrosion products of the metals can be used as nutrients by the biofilm and so favour its development [3] , and velocity is related to an increase in nutrient mass transfer [15] . In the branch of plastic pipes, the second division node is water age. The threshold value (0.035) is noteworthy since the water age index goes from 0 to 1. According to this result, a distinction is made for pipes located close to chlorination points and the remaining pipes in the DWDSs.
The probabilities of the NBC obtained in each branch of the tree when applying B-NBT are shown in Table 3 . According to these values, in cement pipes the probability of suffering high biofilm development is higher than the probability of normal biofilm development. In the cases of metallic pipes, if the flow velocity is low (below 1.015 m/s) normal biofilm development is expected, while when the velocity is higher than 1.015 m/s high levels of biofilm development are more probable (Table 3) . These results may be in relation to the fact that as flow velocity increases, the mass transfer of nutrients also increases [15] . When pipes are plastic the cases with water age greater than 0.035 have more probabilities of a normal biofilm development than those with a water age under 0.035 (Table 3) . A lower probability of high biofilm development when water age is higher (Table 3) is unexpected according to the bibliography [10] . However, it may be explained by the fact that this variable appears to be relevant only for plastic pipes, and it may be due to interactions with other factors under-considered or neglected in other biofilm works.
According to the results, cement pipes are the most likely to support high biofilm development. In the same way, metallic pipes with a flow velocity higher than 1.015 m/s and plastic pipes with a water age under 0.035 are also prone to support high biofilm development. The pipes with least risk of having a high biofilm development are metallic pipes with a velocity under 1.015 m/s, and plastic pipes with a water age greater than 0.035 (Table 3 ). When applying only the NBT, the results of the stratified cross-validation show a Kappa statistical value of 0.66 and a RMSE of 0.2891. These results are much better than those obtained with the TAN algorithm and the BNB. However, by applying B-NBT these results are improved.
The Kappa index increases to 0.708 while the RMSE is reduced to 0.210 ( Figure 4) . The model, in this case, achieves a good degree of agreement [14] , classifying correctly 88.57% of the cases.
Summary
The complexity of the community and the environment is the reason why there are few studies of the influence that the whole set of characteristics of DWDSs has on biofilm development. We have approached this problem through the naïve Bayes algorithm showing that the intricacy of the problem is a major handicap to achieving the objective.
It has been demonstrated that ensemble techniques are useful in this complex case, and obtain better results than the simpler methods because iterations increase the robustness of the process. However, this has not been enough to produce a good model. Hybrid ensemble techniques were necessary to achieve good results (Figure 4) . Cumulative experience on the performance of multiple applications of different learning systems is a suitable way to achieve our aim, thus, reducing uncertainty and improving the overall prediction accuracy of the model. Furthermore, the approach proposed in this paper, has been demonstrated to produce a good model in this case.
The model has been shown to exploit the advantages of the different techniques used -avoiding bias and decreasing uncertainty with the classification trees. As a result, the efficiency obtained using the NBC is improved and, finally, greater accuracy is gained by applying bagging.
The improvement of the output is shown in the goodness of the indexes, as well as the results ( Figure 5 ). Although, in the cases with normal biofilm development, the error percentage of the B-NBT method is slightly greater than that obtained with the NBT, the error rate of the cases with high biofilm development, in which we are interested due to their implication in numerous DWDSs problems, is greatly reduced. As a consequence, we claim that the methodology we have developed can deal suitably with the problem tackled in this paper, and outperform previous approaches found in the literature. 
Conclusions
This work is characterized by offering an innovative perspective on the study of biofilm development in DWDSs. Firstly, techniques of intelligent data analysis are used in this field. Secondly, the effect of the interaction among the hydraulic and physical characteristics of the DWDSs, relevant in biofilm development, has been introduced in this proposal.
Until now, the effect that the different physical and hydraulic characteristics of the DWDSs have on biofilm development has been studied individually in most cases. This is due to the complexity of the community and the environment under study, together with the scarcity of data. These are the main reasons for proposing simple algorithms to approach biofilm assessment in DWDSs. To gain robustness and accuracy, different combinations of simple processes that produce good performances have been introduced. Thus, by an ensemble algorithm we have achieved a deeper understanding of the consequences that the interaction of the relevant hydraulic and physical factors of the DWDSs has on biofilm development. Also we have gone further and increased the accuracy of the model obtained by B-NBT, achieving improved results while the process remains simple and computationally efficient. According to the results obtained in this work, there are some pipes with a greater tendency to suffer high levels of biofilm development. To prevent high levels of biofilm development in DWDSs, water utility managers should generally consider avoiding cement pipes and favour medium or high-flow velocities in metallic pipes and water ages above 0.035 in plastic pipes. This paper represents the base of a more complex tool of decision support system in DWDSs. The problems related to biofilm development in these systems can be solved or mitigated thanks to this decision support system. In further approaches to this problem, we are developing generalized regression surfaces to predict biofilm behaviour based on multiple kernel methods together the combination of other Machine Learning techniques, such as classification trees, decision rules, and association rules. Thus, we attempt to get a deeper understanding of the biofilm ecology in systems and utilities associated with drinking water.
